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1. Surviving Mars

• Acidic iron- and sulfur-rich streams are analogues for

periods of martian history when Mars exhibited extensive

habitable environments [1]

• For organic biosignatures to remain distinguishable from

abiotic carbon, they must be rapidly buried to be shielded

from the harsh radiation flux at the Martian surface [2,3]

• Iron minerals jarosite and goethite are highly oxidising, and

interfere with both the preservation of organic matter [4], and

its detection by thermal extraction techniques [5]

EVIDENCE OF LIFE ON MARS MIGHT BE OUT THERE…IF ONLY WE COULD DETECT IT

2. Objectives

3. Methods

5. Discussion and Implications

• Macromolecular organic matter can survive even the latest

stages of diagenesis

• Clay minerals aid the detection of organic matter by thermal

extraction techniques

• A simple alkali-acid leaching procedure reveals the presence

of a significant amount of organic matter, including

unambiguously biogenic hopanes

• Developing sample processing strategies could be key for

life detection in iron-rich environments on Mars
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6. References

1. Can organic biosignatures survive up to three billion years of

burial in highly-oxidising, acidic, iron- and sulfur-rich stream

environments?

2. How does mineralogy affect preservation and detection?

3. Can we mitigate the obfuscating effect of jarosite and

goethite?

4. Will any surviving biosignatures be unambiguously

diagnostic of biogenic organic matter?

4. Results

FIGURE 2. Total ion chromatograms of iron- and sulfur-rich acid stream samples prepared under a

variety of conditions. Common pyrolysis products include alkylbenzenes that derived from the

decarboxylation, aromatisation and thermal cyclisation of fatty acids, primarily as a function of

pyrolysis rather than diagenetic effects [6]. The hopanes detected in Sample 3 are diagnostic of

bacterial cell membranes [7].

S-containing compounds in Sample 1 could be derived from gas-phase reactions during pyrolysis,

but S-containing compounds in Sample 3 must be due to the diagenetic incorporation of sulfur due

to the sample having been leached prior to flash pyrolysis.

Sample 1

• Unmatured sample

• S-containing 

compounds from 

gas-phase reactions?

Sample 2

• Organic information 

appears to be lost 

due to diagenesis

• Remains not 

unambiguously 

biogenic

Sample 2

• Clay-rich subsample

• Slight increase in 

detectable organic 

matter

• Still not indicative of 

biological activity

Sample 3

• Significant organic 

matter revealed after 

leaching

• Unambiguous 

biogenic signature

FIGURE 1. Iron- and sulfur-rich acid stream samples prepared under a variety of

conditions. A clay-rich sample that included up to 36 wt% of phyllosilicates such as

kaolinite and illite was also collected. Sample 1: Unheated samples from the terrestrial

analogue site. Sample 2: Terrestrial analogues subjected to hydrous pyrolysis for 72

hours. Sample 3: Terrestrial analogues subjected to hydrous pyrolysis, followed by

leaching using a strong alkali (24 hours), and then a strong acid (96 hours).


